Experimental determination of electron source parameters for accurate Monte Carlo calculation of large field electron therapy.
Extensive work has been performed to validate Monte Carlo models for both photon and electron beams under standard conditions. However, for large field electron beam therapy, Monte Carlo simulations have not been able to provide good agreement when compared to the measured dose distributions. Since the accuracy of the calculation relies heavily on the geometry parameters of the linear accelerator and the characteristics of the incident electron beam, it is crucial to have a complete comprehension of these independent factors. In this work, the electron focal spot size for a CL21EX linac with various energies (6, 9, 12 and 16 MeV) was measured with a slit camera composed of alternating lead and paper sheets. For all the energies investigated, the electron focal spot is found to be elliptical and has a full width at half maximum (FWHM) ranging from 1.69 mm to 2.24 mm. A shift with respect to the crosshair was associated with each measured focal spot. In addition, we present an improved result for the large field in-air profile by utilizing a proposed divergent beam model in conjunction with the experimental focal spot dimension. This model can potentially provide a solution to the Monte Carlo validation of large field electron beam therapy.